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Artificial Intelligence (AI)
is the future of the
automotive claims journey
Solera Innovation Index 2022: The definitive
guide to digital transformation across the
global automotive claims ecosystem
Automated digital-first channels are the new benchmark for optimized
claims journeys. Providers are implementing AI at speed and scale to meet
the demand for digital convenience and solve critical business challenges.

Consumers put digital first in the driver’s seat

would trust
automotive claims
powered entirely by
AI (up 7% YoY)

(55%) have taken images
of their vehicle and
uploaded them onto an
insurers platform

(34%) have
completed a motor
claim without ever
speaking to a human

Digitization is revolutionizing how most consumers want to manage their motor claims and repairs as 92% of consumers call for
self-serve claims solutions:

(49%) desire fully digital
self-serve motor claims

want a hybrid of digital
and human contact

AI is now an integral part of the consumer journey and consumers are actively seeking claims and repair providers that put
automation first:

(65%) would choose
a repairer using AI to
minimize the risk of
error in the claims
process

would favor a repair
shop using AI to source
environmentally
friendly green parts

would switch insurers
for a faster digital
claims experience
(up 3% YoY)

Demand for digital claims convenience has skyrocketed as claimants call for more transparency and efficient experiences
from providers:

Faster settlements

Full visibility of
process

Checking progress

These are the top 3 factors influencing a consumer’s choice of motor claims and repair providers
* Consumers surveyed have used a form of digital claims technology in the last 12 months.

Results from the survey show that global car insurers are recognizing the impact of next-generation technologies for their
organization and are driving AI adoption in critical areas:
Insurers saw the highest return on digital transformation projects through…

58%

improved business
resilience

55%

55%

faster decision
making

increase in staff
productivity

Insurers are aligned with consumer demand for more sustainability-driven AI adoption as well as the need for more
digital convenience:
The highest ranked drivers of AI implementation are…

48%

48%

sustainability

46%

fraud prevention

customer experience

65%

53%

What is stopping adoption?

73%

Cost to implement

Upskilling existing
workforce

Time to market

These are still the biggest barriers to AI adoption facing insurers, unchanged from last year

The future is automated
Despite the challenges, global car insurers are
seeing the true value of accelerating AI adoption
with 100% planning to invest in AI InsurTech
software in the next 12 months!

64%

of insurers are very confident their AI objectives will be
met within the next 12 months (8 out of possible 10)

Delivering on digital objectives
Technologies like AI have delivered on their objectives as bodyshops and OEMs saw highest return on digital transformation in
the last 12 months through:

Improved
profitability

Employee
efficiency

Increased staff
productivity

As with global insurance brands, many enterprise bodyshops and OEM dealers are tackling inevitable roadblocks when fully
integrating AI into their business operations:

Cost to implement remains
the top barrier to AI adoption

Increase YoY

As cost concerns rapidly incline, bodyshops and OEMs are now facing new internal challenges when implementing AI compared
to last year:

Scalability challenges

Internal stakeholder
adoption

It’s clear that bodyshops and OEM leaders recognize the business value of AI and have taken action to upgrade old systems.
The next step is to scale and achieve wider buy-in from stakeholders.

As a result, confidence amongst bodyshops and OEMs in meeting AI objectives in the next 12 months is lower than their insurer
counterparts, though the outlook is still positive:

(43%) are highly confident AI
objectives will be met within the
next 12 months (8 out of a
possible 10)

(37%) were still confident in
their ability to deliver on AI
projects though not ‘extremely’
(ranking 6 & 7 out of 10)

Although barriers remain, the value of AI still clearly outweighs the challenges as bodyshop and OEMs still site AI automation as
the key to making critical efficiency, environmental and safety gains.
So much so that 100% have invested or are willing to invest in AI InsurTech software in the next 6-12 months.

What is dri ving adoption?
Enterprise bodyshops and OEM dealers that have already invested or are currently investing in AI technology expect to see many
benefits across the business and repair workflow, including improvements to the customer and employee experience:

Automating customer
interactions

Improved environmental
sustainability

Predictive service
and maintenance

First Notification of Loss
with image capture

Improved employee
safety

Find out more about Solera’s future claims technology – Qapter® at www.Qapter.com
Solera in partnership with Coleman Parkes surveyed over 2,000 consumers, OEM dealers,
repairers and insurers to get the industry's view on AI technology, its impact on the claims
and repair journey and the desire to increase adoption today.
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